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Reservoir Simulation 
 Purpose 

 From a reservoir model, predict future production rates 
 Determine best locations and schedules for wells to optimize production 

  Importance 
 Land wells can cost more than $10M each 
 Deep sea wells can cost more than $100M each 
 Reduces risks in choosing drill sites 

 Computational Challenges 
 Optimizing production requires fast turn-around for many “what-if” cases 
 Current commercial simulators can take days for 1M cell model 
 High-accuracy reservoir models can contain between 10M and 1B cells 



Formulations 
 Physical description 

 Oil, water, and gas flow through porous subsurface rock,  
driven by pressure gradients and gravity 

  Energy for flow typically provided by overpressure or the injection of water 
 Governed by PDE’s  (Darcy equations), which give the time derivatives of the 

pressure and saturations (fraction of pore volume occupied by each fluid) 
 Numerical modeling 

 Discretize PDEs on mesh with finite difference or finite volume formulation 
 Results in set of sparse, nonlinear equations 
  Linearize the equations, solve sparse linear system 
  Iterate with Newton-Raphson to handle the nonlinearity 
  Several ways to solve the equations: 

  Fully implicit or partially implicit (IMPES) 



IMPES simulation 

  IMplicit Pressure / Explicit Saturation 
  First, solve the pressure equation 

  Form a sparse system of linear equations 
  Use a sparse linear solver to compute pressure at the next time step 

  Next, update the phase saturations 
  Compute flow rates at each cell face given pressure differential 
  Determine the net flow into/out of each cell 
  Update the saturations based on net flow and dt 
  Repeat (many times) until next pressure time step is reached 



GPU saturation updates 
  Explicit updates are 

bandwidth-limited 
  Efficient data layout is critical 

  F90 CPU code uses array of 
structures (AOS) 

  AOS is okay for sequential 
cores with large caches 

  Structure of arrays (SOA) 
allows coalesced memory 
access 

  Essential for efficient 
operation on GPUs 



Multi-GPU acceleration 
  Target workstation platform has at least two GPUs 
  Balance workload between GPUs 

  Data is labeled by nodes and connections between them 
  Equally divide the nodes among GPUs, then allocate connections based on 

which GPU owns the connected nodes 
  Carefully handle data exchange between GPUs 

  Exchange minimum data necessary: 
Connections which span the boundary between nodes determine which 
data must be sent from each GPU to each other 

  Aggregate the data into export buffers which can be transferred en masse 
to CPU, then similarly distribute to GPUs 

  On a 4-GPU server, speed starts to saturate at 3 GPUs 
  PCI-E x16 slots share bandwidth between 2 GPUs 



Saturation speedup 

  Comparison of # of saturation steps 
per second on CPU and GPU 
  GPU results are in single and 

double precision 
  CPU results are serial and only 

available in double precision 
  Maximum speedup with 4 M2050’s is 

over 400x serial CPU 
  Caveat emptor:  We did not 

parallelize or tune Marathon’s CPU 
implementation 
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Accuracy SPE 10 

  SPE 10 is an industry-standard 
benchmark for reservoir simulation 
  1.2M cells, 2000 days 

  Small difference from Eclipse due to 
differences in formulation 
  Eclipse uses fully implicit, 

Marathon’s MFS uses IMPES  
  Differences are in line with those 

in original SPE10 paper 
  No significant differences between 

CPU DP and GPU DP and SP! 
  Single precision is apparently 

sufficient for accurate saturation 
updates (not for pressure solves) 



Solving the Pressure Equation 
  Equation for the pressure is a Poisson-like elliptic PDE 

  Inhomogeneous permeability tensor prevents the use of FFTs 
  Discretize differential operators with finite differences 
  Results in a set of sparse linear equations, solvable by known 

methods 
  Rock permeability is often very inhomogeneous 

  Regions of solid rock and porous material 
  Results in a very poorly conditioned matrix 
  Standard Krylov subspace methods often don’t converge in practice 
  Use a good preconditioner to compress the eigenvalue spectrum 
  Standard preconditioners (e.g. Jacobi, ILU0) are not very effective 

for strongly inhomogeneous elliptic problems 



Algebraic Multigrid 
  Problem: 

  Standard iterative solvers and preconditioners quickly remove high-frequency error, 
but low-frequency errors decay slowly 

  Problem gets worse with larger number of unknowns 
  Multigrid methods: 

  Key idea:  low-frequency errors -> high-frequency on a coarser grid 
  Construct a hierarchy of coarsened grids 
  Transfer errors between them (restriction & prolongation operators) 

  Geometric multigrid: 
  Original formulation for regular Cartesian grids 
  Not for unstructured meshes or strongly inhomogenous systems 

  Algebraic multigrid (AMG): 
  Generalize MG concepts to work without knowledge of the grid 
  Uses only matrix coefficients to construct “grid hierarchy” 
  Setup of the grids and operators is complicated 



Why AMG? 
  Example:  thermal2 matrix from UFL sparse matrix collection 

  1.2 M unknowns / 8.5 M nonzeros 
  Results from a commercial GPU-based sparse linear solver package: 

  HYPER’s BoomerAMG on CPU:   
  5.0 seconds,  8  iterations (10-6  relative tolerance) 
  6.5 seconds, 14 iterations (10-10 relative tolerance) 

  Better AMG results to come on GPU 



Algebraic Multigrid: 
Main Elements 

  Setup: 
  Partition points into coarse and fine sets based on matrix coefficients 
  Construct interpolation and restriction operators 

  Create matrices to propagate residuals between fine and coarse grids 
  Construct coarse-grid matrices 

  Involves two sparse matrix-matrix products 
  Solve  (Iteratively) 

  Smooth (relax) residuals on each level 
  Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel, ILU, etc. 

  Transfer resid. to next coarse level 
  At coarsest level, reverse direction 

  Outer Krylov subspace iteration 
  CG, GMRES, Orthomin, etc. 

(Image source: Scalable solver group,   
   Lawrence Livermore National Lab.) 



Challenges for AMG on GPUs: 
Setup stage challenges 

  Coarse-fine partitioning 
  Ruge-Stuben type algorithms are inherently serial 
  Most parallel algorithms assume large partitions with small boundaries 
  On GPUs, thousands of threads -> everything is on the boundary 
  Solution:  Use PMIS coarsening -> naturally parallel 

  Interpolator construction 
  PMIS requires distance-2 interpolator (loop over neighbor’s neighbors) 
  Assigning a thread to each unknown -> load imbalance 
  Solution:  Use complicated methods to flatten computation 

  Sparse matrix-matrix product 
  Like interpolator, access is highly irregular 
  Loop yields duplicate columns in the sparse matrix 
  Solution:  Employ clever tricks to eliminate duplicates 



Challenges for AMG on GPUs: 
Solve Stage Challenges 

  Sparse matrix-vector products (SpMv) 
  CSR representation is inefficient on GPU due to memory access pattern 
  ELL format is efficient for stencil matrices, but not coarse matrices 
  COO handles load imbalance, but requires segmented reduction 
  HYB format is a good mix of ELL and COO (see Bell and Garland) 

  Smoothing 
  Jacobi smoothing is efficient on GPU, but usually not strong enough 
  Traditionally, AMG employs Gauss-Seidel, but it is inherently serial 
  Matrix can be reordered so that subsets can be done in parallel 
  Called multicolored GS,  it can be efficient if: 

  We can identify a fine-grained parallel multicoloring algorithm 
  Typical greedy algorithm is inherently sequential 

  The number of colors can be kept low 
  We have developed ways to do both 



GAMPACK: 
GPU Algebraic Multigrid PACKage 

  Purpose 
  Combine the most efficient algorithms with the fastest hardware  

to maximize performance 
  Current features 

  Classical AMG algorithms with strong convergence 
  PMIS coarsening with standard and extended interpolation 
  Fast parallel smoothing algorithms 

  GMRES and CG iteration with AMG preconditioning 
  Both setup and solve phases are fully accelerated 

  AMG setup on GPU requires dramatic restructuring of algorithms 
  Very different than cluster solutions which exploit coarse parallelism 

  Simple C and Fortran APIs which hide GPU details 
  High-performance multithreaded CPU fallback 
  Supports Linux and Windows platforms 
  Special features for reservoir simulation 

  2-stage preconditioning for fully-implicit matrices 
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GAMPACK: 
Performance 

  Matrices 1-2:  UFL Matrix collection    Matrices 3-5:  from customers 
  Hypre’s BoomerAMG OpenMP on 2 Xeon X5560s (a total of 8 cores @ 2.8 GHz) 
  GAMPACK timing on 1 Tesla M2090 GPU card 
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GAMPACK: 
Features Coming Soon… 

  Multi-GPU setup and solve 
  In final testing phase 
  Reduce overall total time-to-solution 
  Handle problems too large for one GPU 

  Utilizes a scalable distribution of all matrices 
  Communication is minimized 

  Tightly coupled approach does not sacrifice rate of convergence 
  Unified communication model 

  GPU peer-to-peer on node, MPI between nodes 
  Aggregation-based methods 

  May be better suited for more homogeneous problems 
  Can yield faster setup, but typically slower convergence 



Summary 

  Combining GPU saturation updates with GAMPACK linear solves 
  SPE10 simulation runs in 27 minutes on 2 Tesla M2090s 
  150x vs. original serial CPU code 

  GAMPACK algebraic multigrid solver 
  High-performance GPU solver for elliptic PDEs 
  Appropriate for reservoir simulation, CFD, elasticity, electrostatics… 
  Fully-featured now with aggressive roadmap 



Stone Ridge Technology 

Stone Ridge Technology is located in Bel Air, MD and specializes in the development, acceleration, and 
extension of scientific and engineering software for conventional CPU, multicore, and hybrid many-core 
platforms.  It employs computational physicists, applied mathematicians, computer scientists, and 
electrical engineers.  It has been an NVIDIA partner since 2008. 
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